
Openest® Chick™

Poufs

With today’s shrinking workplace footprints, organizations are pressured to do more with 
less space. As part of the Openest collection of products designed by Patricia Urquiola, 
Chick poufs help leverage under-utilized space by creating cozy, versatile work areas that 
people are drawn to.



Warm and Inviting
The Openest collection bridges the concepts of experience and 
environment, giving rise to warm, inviting spaces where people can 
work, gather, share ideas, or simply relax. Chick poufs help create a 
sense of community, offering approachable comfort and versatile 
practicality for changing needs. Use pieces alone or mix and match 
them in groups. Subtle height variations and a range of top and 
side fabrics allow you to build a layered landscape of colorful, 
collaborative spaces.

Features
Designed with soft lines, close attention to detail, and fine 
craftsmanship, Chick poufs create cozy spaces that inspire people  
to do their best work.

Four shapes and sizes – Mix and match large and small squares, 
rectangles, and extra-large round poufs to create inspiring, 
comfortable, and versatile spaces.

Varied top and side fabrics – Personalize Chick poufs with the ability 
to specify different fabrics and colors for the tops and sides.

Adaptable backrest (available on small square pouf only) – Flipped 
up, it changes the Chick pouf into a comfortable chair; flipped down, it 
makes for an ottoman or catch-all surface. 

Colors, Materials, Finishes
Coordinated fabrics in colors that range from serene to energized, 
complemented by stitched accents, add to the visual appeal of 
Openest Chick poufs. Easy to arrange and ready for anything, Chick 
poufs are at home in any space—from individual focus and retreat 
areas to collaborative gathering and social spots. 
 
To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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